Greetings AP Calculus AB students and parents!
We are embarking on a fascinating journey of developing skills with major
concepts and tools for doing calculations with dynamic data.
This message contains three important things to note and act on as necessary:
1. Textbooks: As with many of the AP courses; students must acquire a
textbook for this course. Every student must have a textbook (a College
Board requirement). I believe some have already acquired a textbook from
a previous student in the course. The good news is that I have a supply of
donated books that will provide for everyone else that needs one. Let me
know by return email that you will need to check one out and I will reserve
one for you.
2. Graphing calculators: Each student must have a graphing calculator. Here
are the two options:
a) purchase a TI 84 CE (or, without the CE – color enhanced)
b) check out one of the school’s older TI 83 calculators for the year
If you want to use a school calculator - let me know that by return
email; they will be reserved in order of request – better ones first.
3. The Summer Project is attached. Due date is Aug 8. It is a quiz grade.
I am looking forward to journeying with you in this course through your senior
year!
Daryl Falde, M.Ed. | High School Lead Teacher
Southwest Florida Christian Academy
3750 Colonial Blvd. | Fort Myers, FL 33966
Ph: 239.936.8865 Ext. 1064
www.sfcakings.org

AP Calculus AB Summer Assignment for 2022-2023
The time has come to begin the AP Calculus journey! Going into AP Calculus, it is important to be
proficient with math skills learned in previous courses. This proficiency sets a foundation for success
in the course and on the AP Exam. This packet is designed for you to review/relearn these topics so
that you will be ready to learn calculus.
This packet contains a brief review of many math procedures. If you do not fully understand the topics
in this packet, it is possible that you could get calculus problems wrong because of the algebra or trig
mistakes and not because you do not understand the calculus. Work thoroughly to understand these
problems because you will need to be proficient with all of these topics.
You will have a test one week into the course that covers math/Precalculus review concepts. We
will go over the packet and do additional review the first few days back, but cannot reteach every
concept. It is important to practice/relearn these procedures and be ready to forge forth when school
begins.
Also, there is a set of 21 facts/formulas, etc. of important Precalculus, Geometry, and Algebra items
posted on Quizlet for you to review (some would be useful while doing this packet). Search for “King’s
Calculus Precalc Review.” There will be a quiz over the material on Quizlet the 3rd day of class –
review it ahead of time.
For this packet (on following pages):
• Show all work on separate paper – neatly and easy to read.
• Circle or box the answers clearly.
• Work is due to me or the SFCA office by Monday, Aug 8, 1:00 PM.
• This packet is a Quiz grade.

For help:
• Google or youtube the kind of work you need help with.
• After exhausting all else – email me with question numbers you have trouble with; I will
provide some guidance.
Enjoy your Summer! I eagerly anticipate journeying with you through your senior year!
Mr. Falde

